
Mesopotamia Empires and Map Test 

Name :  __________________________________________            Raw Grade Earned: __________      Date: _________ 

How   I prepared for the test:   √ all that truly apply…       

In Class/Required Independently 
 Read ALL Assigned Chapters at home from 

beginning through the end….   or 
 Made my studying Interactive (how)- 

 
 Skimmed Chapters at home   Reviewed my Yellow Empire Notes in my IN 

 Played sorting game  Reviewed my Empires Timeline 

 Completed the map pre-test, highlighted unknown 
locations made corrections with key  

 Didn’t use my timeline 

 Played the Kahoot! Game  Printed out Blank map from class website and made a 
study tool 

 Wrote down Kahoot! questions that I was unsure of 
or got wrong 

 Printed out Empires Sort Game and played 

 Marked up my printed notes with margin annotations   Printed out Empires Sort Game, Played and separated 
what you know from what you didn’t know 

 Completed my Empire Timeline   Watched Review Videos/PowerPoints posted on our 
class website that focused on Empires 

 Reviewed a little each time we had a new lesson and 
added to your Student Study Picks along the way 

 Made my own study tool:  

 TTS*: Marked up the test questions  Re-read textbook sections 

 TTS*: Covered the answers and work on answering 
the question myself first 

 I used a study partner 

 TTS*: Used what I know to answer a question  I came in during lunch for a study session or help. 

          * TTS = Test Taking Strategy 

After reflecting on the above, are you taking advantage of all the help and resources suggested or offered to you? __________ 

When did you start preparing for this exam? ____________________________________________ 
 
How satisfied were you with your score on this exam?  

very satisfied   satisfied  unsatisfied  very unsatisfied  
 
Do you think your grade reflects (or correlates with) the methods you utilized or how much you prepared for the test? ______ 

Explain what your studying “looks like” if I could watch a video of you doing this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



Now that you have looked over your graded exam, √ the choices below in which you feel were areas of concern for you. 

________ Not being clear on what the question was asking                         ________ Trouble with dates 

________ Trouble with remembering definitions                                         ________ Trouble with application of information 

________ Not enough time                                                                          ________ Careless mistakes 

________ Other Please specify: ________________________________________________________________________  

Are you completing assignments as effective practice and prep or simply completing them for the score? OR not at all? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

How will you know when you’ve mastered the information? ___________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Based on your responses to the first part of the reflection paper, name two or three specific things you feel you did well in 
preparing for this exam and should continue. State each strategy and supply a few sentences elaborating.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on your responses to the first part of the reflection paper, name two or three specific things you could do differently in 
preparing for the next exam. State each strategy and supply a few sentences elaborating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


